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Learn Advanced Javascript Programming
If you want to advance your JavaScript skills with critical concepts and
understand important paradigms like OOP and functional programming, this
course is for you! About This Video This course includes important JavaScript
Patterns. It covers multiple paradigms: OOP and Functional. It clearly explains
advanced JavaScript concepts. In Detail Advanced Topics picks up where the
Getting Started course ended. You should now have some experience with
JavaScript and understand the JavaScript language much better. Therefore, you
are ready to learn more about the nuances and important patterns that advanced
JavaScript developers know and use. We explore the more advanced techniques
in JavaScript. You learn advanced concepts for objects and functions, the value
of 'this', the power of functions using closure and IIFEs. You learn about the
namespace and module patterns. You learn JSON and how to load a JSON file.
You will follow along as we apply OOP concepts to a project. You get very
familiar with the prototype, and these are just the main topics covered in this
advanced course. A new bonus section helps you get familiar with functional
programming concepts in JavaScript. This course contains valuable information
for that intent on making JavaScript a career choice or a major part of their lives.
How to Learn Javascript for Beginners JavaScript is one among the oldest
programming languages famed that are still in use by programmers these days.
The foremost lovely a part of this language is that it's comparatively
straightforward compared to alternative programming languages. JavaScript is a
really basic language to find out throughout your early years as a engineer. It's
the flexibleness required to form terribly advanced comes. The straightforward
manipulation and richness of this language create it one among the only however
versatile programming languages on the present market. Like alternative
programming languages, the primary belongings you ought to specialize in the
fundamental components of this language. Mastery of the building blocks of
JavaScript can assist you within the end of the day and can aid you in writing
advanced code. JavaScript is commonly confused with Java, another artificial
language; however the 2 are entirely totally different object oriented programming
languages. JavaScript was written in ten days by Brendan Eich, an engineer
engaging at web browser. The image was written to enhance Java that was
being enclosed in Netscape's application program, Navigator. The language was
originally named Mocha, however was modified in Sept, 1995, to Live Script. In
December, below are with Sun Microsystems, Who owned the Java language,
Live Script was renamed JavaScript. There are many thousands of JavaScript
programmers up till now, and there are some mistakes that are created by each
single JavaScript engineer throughout their early years. It's essential that you just
approach to avoid these mistakes and learn to code within the correct way. You'll
check up on JavaScript as being the primary step that towards learning
alternative totally different programming languages. You may be pleasantly
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stunned by what proportion easier it'll be for you to master totally different
languages once you have got obtained a transparent grasp on JavaScript. For
more information click on the BUY BUTTON!!
JavaScript is one of the easiest, most straightforward ways to enhance a website
with interactivity. Sams Teach Yourself JavaScript in 24 Hours, 4th Edition serves
as an easy-to-understand tutorial on both scripting basics and JavaScript itself.
The book is written in a clear and personable style with an extensive use of
practical, complete examples. It also includes material on the latest
developments in JavaScript and web scripting. You will learn how to use
JavaScript to enhance web pages with interactive forms, objects, and cookies, as
well as how to use JavaScript to work with games, animation, and multimedia.
Code Programming: 3 Books In 1! Save time and money and start learning
Programming now with this bestselling Computer Programming bundle Advanced
level Python, JavaScript and Java programming. This 3 book volume contains:
Python: Advanced Guide to Programming Code with PythonJavaScript:
Advanced Guide to Programming Code with JavaScriptJava: Advanced Guide to
Programming Code with Java BOOK 1 : Python: Advanced Guide to
Programming Code with Python Have you learned the basics of Python and want
to go further? Not sure what to do, where to go or what topics you should be
studying? In this Definitive Python Advanced Level Guide, you're about to
discover... Comprehensions - learn how to use constructs to build a sequence
from another sequence Iterators and Generators - Learn how to use generator
functions and iterator objects to make your code more efficient Decorators Learn how to simplify the syntax for calling higher-order functions Context
Managers - Learn how to write more effective Python code by managing your
resources properly Descriptors - Learn how to add managed attributes to objects
... And much, much more! BOOK 2 : JavaScript: Advanced Guide to
Programming Code with JavaScript In this Definitive JavaScript Advanced Level
Guide, you're about to discover... Advanced programming concepts such as:.
Functions Passed as Arguments - A bit more in-depth help in functions and when
they should be passed as arguments Nested Functions - What they are and how
to use a nested function Variable Scope - It's one thing to use variables but do
you truly understand their scope? Optional Function Arguments - Learn what
these are and how they should be used Truthy and Falsy - Learn all about these
values and how to use them Default Operators - Back to basics (almost!) - what
are these and when should they be used? ... And much, much more! BOOK 3 :
Java: Advanced Guide to Programming Code with Java Are you struggling to
understand some of the Advanced Java programming concepts? Look no further;
in "Java: Advanced Guide to Programming Code with Java", you will learn all
about: The Java Interface - Learn all about the Java Interface and how it works
Java Packages - learn how to organize your code using packages Java
Collections - Learn how to store dynamic data types better Java Inheritance Learn about superclasses and abstract methods Java Packages - learn how to
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organize your code using packages ... And much, much more! Take action today
and own this book for a limited time discount! Scroll to the top of the page and
select the "Buy now" button.
Advanced JavaScript, Third Edition provides an in-depth examination of the most
important features of JavaScript. Beginning with an overview of JavaScript, the
book quickly moves into more advanced features needed for complex yet robust
JavaScript scripts, such as objects, arrays, and date and time functions.
Additionally, various features of JavaScript that are essential for modern web
pages are discussed, including manipulating the status bar, creating dynamic
calendars, and working with forms, images, and the Document Object Model.
Numerous examples illustrate how to implement various techniques. Topics
covered how to enhance your web pages with LED signs, banners, and images;
implementing cookies to store and retrieve information; the structure of the
Document Object Model and how it can be used to view, access, and change an
HTML document; Security measures to protect private information while using
the Internet.
This brief book explains the advantages of the object model, inheritance, both
classical and prototypical, and shows how these concepts can be implemented in
JavaScript. It also shows how object programming (OP) opens a new world of
design possibilities that go far beyond inheritance. This book will help the
intermediate JavaScript programmer learn to use both types of inheritance. For
classical inheritance, it is accompanied by a substantial online system (a
windowing UI library) that shows classical inheritance at its best. The same
system shows how OP "capabilities" can eliminate much of the need for
inheritance. For experienced JavaScript programmers, this book shows why most
of the old views of JavaScript's inheritance have not done it justice. JavaScript
classes inherit from JavaScript's prototypes, a fact that makes JavaScript's
prototypes, when used correctly, functional equivalents to C++ classes (not to
prototypes in true prototypical languages, like Self). JavaScript's object
programming (not inheritance) is what separates it from classical OOP languages
like C++ and Java. Most important, basing inheritance on JavaScript's prototypal
chain is possible, but is not the best choice for prototypal inheritance or classical
inheritance. What You'll Learn What are objects, JavaScript objects and object
programming What is and how to use inheritance and JavaScript inheritance as
well as inheritance alternatives How to design for JavaScript What are and how
to use OO principles in JavaScript How to use Constructors with JavaScript and
more AudienceThis book is for both intermediate and advanced JavaScript and
Web development programmers. However, any programmer will understand the
concepts and any JavaScript programmer should understand all of the concepts
in this book. The code there is shows examples of the concepts discussed.
What is JavaScript, really? JavaScript ("JS" for short) could be a full-fledged
dynamic programing language that, once applied to an hypertext markup
language document, will offer dynamic interactivity on websites. it absolutely was
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fictional by Brendan Eich, co-founder of the Mozilla project, the Mozilla
Foundation, and therefore the Mozilla Corporation. JavaScript is unbelievably
versatile. you'll begin little, with carousels, image galleries, unsteady layouts, and
responses to button clicks. With a lot of expertise, you will be ready to produce
games, animated second and 3D graphics, comprehensive database-driven
apps, and far more! JavaScript itself is fairly compact nonetheless terribly
versatile. Developers have written an outsized form of tools on prime of the core
JavaScript language, unlocking a huge quantity of additional practicality with
minimum effort. These include: Browser Application Programming Interfaces
(APIs) - Apis engineered into net browsers, providing practicality like dynamically
making hypertext markup language and setting CSS designs, collection and
manipulating a video stream from the user's digital camera, or generating 3D
graphics and audio samples. Third-party Apis to permit developers to include
practicality in their sites from different content suppliers, similar to Twitter or
Facebook. Third-party frameworks and libraries you'll apply to your hypertext
markup language to permit you to quickly build up sites and applications. Tag:
javascript advanced, javascript algorithm, javascript and jquery, javascript
beginners guide, javascript interview, javascript for beginners, javascript for web
developers, javascript programming, javascript projects, javascript patterns,
javascript architecture, javascript an introduction to programming, javascript
advanced, javascript algorithm, javascript and jquery, javascript beginners guide,
javascript interview
Everybody needs to know a little about coding. Whether you're starting from
scratch with no coding experience or need to add JavaScript knowledge to your
tool set, Coding with JavaScript For Dummies helps you get the job done. The
book assumes no prior coding knowledge as it walks you through the basics of
JavaScript syntax, applications, and language. Along the way you'll try out some
practical application of JavaScript, including creating interactive web elements
and basic applications, thanks to the online exercises created by
Codecademy.com. This book covers: - The basics of JavaScript, including what it
does, how it works, and where it works - Introductions to the core elements of
JavaScript - Ways to apply JavaScript to a web project - JavaScript's role in
application development
This book if for absolute beginners, and it is an introduction to the major
components of javascript. By learning the bigger things in Javascript, you will be
able to know how to put the remaining pieces together and will be able to get into
advanced books more prepared. WHAT IS JAVASCRIPT? JavaScript is one of
the most popular programming languages in the world, and growing faster than
any other programming language. As a developer, you can use JavaScript to
build web and mobile apps, real-time networking apps, command-line tools, and
games.4 REASONS TO LEARN JAVASCRIPT JavaScript is a key tool for frontend, back-end, and full-stack developers.The average annual salary for a
JavaScript developer is $72,000.Companies like Walmart, Netflix, and PayPal
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run big internal applications around JavaScript.Having strong JavaScript
knowledge will help you land your dream job.Who this book is for: This book is
meant for absolute beginners of JavascriptThis book is meant for students that
struggled to learn the language beforeThis book is meant for students with a little
HTML knowledg
C++ is a powerful general-purpose programming language that you can use to do
just about anything with a computer. Here is a preview of what you'll learn: -How
to structure a C++ program -How to create basic I/O programs -Programs to use
when programming on C++ in different operating systems -How to work with
arrays -How to use functions -How C++ works with Object Oriented Programming
-How C++ works with Object Oriented Programming -Multithreading support
-Generic programming support -Uniform initialization -Performance -C++
Standard Library
In this Beginners JavaScript Beginners training course, expert author Craig
Buckler teaches you the basics of programming with JavaScript, the worlds most
used programming language. The tutorial is designed for the absolute beginner no prior JavaScript programming experience is required in order to get the most
out of this video training. You will start with learning what programming is, and
specifically, what JavaScript is, how it it used, and its limitations. You will
discover variables and data types, and how to take input and create output. Craig
covers conditions, loops, arrays, sorting, functions, paramaters and debugging.
You will even learn advanced concepts such as OOP, string manipulations,
regular expressions and other programming patterns. Because JavaScript is so
tightly integrated with browsers, you will also learn some HTML5, CSS, DOM
(Document Object Model) programming, event handling and how it all works
together! By the conclusion of this JavaScript programming tutorial, you will have
an in-depth grasp of the capability of JavaScript, and you will understand how to
create and deploy solid JavaScript programs for your website projects. Working
files are included to allow you to work alongside the author using the same files
that references throughout the training course.
, and CGI programmer who wants a more in-depth, advanced coverage of the
JavaScript programming language. JavaScript is the adaptation of Java from
Netscape with added client features making Web content easier to program.
Gain a deeper understanding of JavaScript and apply it to build small
applications in backend, frontend, and mobile frameworks. Key Features Explore
the new ES6 syntax, the event loop, and asynchronous programming Learn the
test-driven development approach when building apps Master advanced
JavaScript concepts to enhance your web developments skill Book Description If
you are looking for a programming language to develop flexible and efficient
applications, JavaScript is an obvious choice. Advanced JavaScript is a hands-on
guide that takes you through JavaScript and its many features, one step at a
time. You'll begin by learning how to use the new JavaScript syntax in ES6, and
then work through the many other features that modern JavaScript has to offer.
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As you progress through the chapters, you'll use asynchronous programming
with callbacks and promises, handle browser events, and perform Document
Object Model (DOM) manipulation. You'll also explore various methods of testing
JavaScript projects. In the concluding chapters, you'll discover functional
programming and learn to use it to build your apps. With this book as your guide,
you'll also be able to develop APIs using Node.js and Express, create front-ends
using React/Redux, and build mobile apps using React/Expo. By the end of
Advanced JavaScript, you will have explored the features and benefits of
JavaScript to build small applications. What you will learn Examine major
features in ES6 and implement those features to build applications Create
promise and callback handlers to work with asynchronous processes Develop
asynchronous flows using Promise chaining and async/await syntax Manipulate
the DOM with JavaScript Handle JavaScript browser events Explore Test Driven
Development and build code tests with JavaScript code testing frameworks. List
the benefits and drawbacks of functional programming compared to other styles
Construct applications with the Node.js backend framework and the React
frontend framework Who this book is for This book is designed to target anyone
who wants to write JavaScript in a professional environment. We expect the
audience to have used JavaScript in some capacity and be familiar with the basic
syntax. This book would be good for a tech enthusiast wondering when to use
generators or how to use Promises and Callbacks effectively, or a novice
developer who wants to deepen their knowledge on JavaScript and understand
TDD.
Unlock the powers of functional programming hidden within JavaScript to build
smarter, cleaner, and more reliable web appsAbout This Book- Write powerful
code with the high-level functions that JavaScript offers- Discover what functional
programming is, why it's effective, and how it's used in JavaScript- Understand
and optimize JavaScript's hidden potential as a true functional languageWho This
Book Is ForIf you are a JavaScript developer interested in learning functional
programming, looking for the quantum leap toward mastering the JavaScript
language, or just want to become a better programmer in general, then this book
is ideal for you. This guide is aimed at programmers, involved in developing
reactive frontend apps, server-side apps that wrangle with reliability and
concurrency, and everything in between.What You Will Learn- Get a run through
of the basic JavaScript language constructs- Code using the powerful objectoriented feature in JavaScript- Master DOM manipulation, cross-browser
strategies, and ES6- Understand the basic concurrency constructs in Javascript
and best performance strategies- Harness the power of patterns for tasks ranging
from application building to code testing- Build large-scale apps seamlessly with
the help of reactive patterns- Explore advanced design patterns, including
dependency injection- Develop more powerful applications with currying and
function composition- Create more reliable code with closures and immutable
dataIn DetailJavaScript is a high-level, dynamic, untyped, lightweight, and
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interpreted programming language and functional programming is a style that
emphasizes and enables smarter code that minimizes complexity and increases
modularity. It's a way of writing cleaner code through clever ways of mutating,
combining, and using functions. And JavaScript provides an excellent medium for
this approach. By learning how to expose JavaScript's true identity as a
functional language, we can implement web apps that are more powerful, easier
to maintain and more reliable.The java script: Functional Programming for
JavaScript Developers course will take you on a journey to show how functional
programming when combined with other techniques makes JavaScript
programming more efficient.The first module Mastering JavaScript, stress on
practical aspects of Javascript development like-Functions and Closures,
Runtime debugging techniques, project layout, events and DOM processing,
build tools, Object-oriented patterns, isomorphism-everything that a modern
Javascript project would need.The second module, Mastering JavaScript Design
Patterns - Second Edition, will explore how design patterns can help you improve
and organize your JavaScript code. You'll get to grips with creational, structural,
and behavioral patterns as you discover how to put them to work in different
scenarios. This updated edition will also delve into reactive design patterns and
microservices as they are a growing phenomenon in the world of web
development. It will also show you some advanced patterns, including
dependency injection and live post processing.The third module, Functional
Programming in JavaScript, will help you to write real-world applications by
utilizing a wide range of functional techniques and styles. It explores the core
concepts of functional programming common to all functional languages, with
examples of their use in JavaScript.Style and approachThis course will begin with
providing insights and practical tips on advanced JavaScript features to build
highly scalable web and mobile system and move on to some design patterns
with JavaScript. Finally, the course ends with presenting the functional
programming techniques and styles in JavaScript.
JavaScript Programming: 4 Books In 1! Save time and money and start learning
JavaScript Programming now with this bestselling JavaScript Computer
Programming bundle covering Beginner, Intermediate and Advanced levels. This
4 book volume contains: 1. JavaScript: Beginner's Guide to Programming Code
with JavaScript 2. JavaScript: Tips and Tricks to Programming Code with
JavaScript 3. JavaScript: Best Practices to Programming Code with JavaScript 4.
JavaScript: Advanced Guide to Programming Code with JavaScript LIMITED
TIME OFFER! Get to own this Amazon top seller for just $31.99! Regularly priced
at $60.99. BOOK 1: JavaScript: Beginner's Guide to Programming Code with
JavaScript Program code in JavaScript through learning the core essentials that
every JavaScript programmer must know. Here is a Preview of What You'll
Learn... Essentials of JavaScript programming. Quickly pick up the code
examples found on the book and start learning the concepts as you code Major
aspects of JavaScript programming - including concepts that are found on other
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computer languages Various mechanics of JavaScript programming: variables,
conditional statements, etc. and why learning these core principles are important
to JavaScript programming success How JavaScript and HTML are able to
effectively work together to create better web pages ... And much, much more!
BOOK 2: JavaScript: Tips and Tricks to Programming Code with JavaScript In
this Definitive JavaScript Tips and Tricks Guide, you're about to discover how
to... Accelerate your JavaScript learning through the different Tips and Tricks
available. Here is a Preview of What You'll Learn... The Ultimate JavaScript
Cheat Sheet - A Must Have for Every Programmer ! Building your own cool
JavaScript Library that leverages JavaScript's capabilities Reference guide to
several JavaScript Tips and Tricks JavaScript skills one must know moving
forward ... And much, much more! BOOK 3: JavaScript: Best Practices to
Programming Code with JavaScript In this Definitive JavaScript Guide on Best
Practices, you're about to discover how to... Code more efficiently for Better
Performance and Results! Spot the Common JavaScript Mistakes - From
mismatched quotes, bad line breaks, HTML conflicts and more! Apply
Recommended JavaScript approaches - The DO's and DONT's of JavaScript
programming that will help you code achieve its goals immensely! Use
Comments and Logging - the proper way to use comments and logging
approaches that readers would thank you for! ... And much, much more! BOOK
4: JavaScript: Advanced Guide to Programming Code with JavaScript In this
Definitive JavaScript Advanced Level Guide, you're about to discover...
Advanced programming concepts such as: . Functions Passed as Arguments - A
bit more in-depth help in functions and when they should be passed as
arguments Nested Functions - What they are and how to use a nested function
Variable Scope - It's one thing to use variables but do you truly understand their
scope? Optional Function Arguments - Learn what these are and how they
should be used Truthy and Falsy - Learn all about these values and how to use
them Default Operators - Back to basics (almost!) - what are these and when
should they be used? ... And much, much more! Take action today and own this
book for a limited time discount! Scroll to the top of the page and select the "Buy
now" button.
We learn how to modify ANY website! We make our own YouTube Video
Interface! We display a webpage anyway that we want. We can change any part
of any webiste with the power of Bookmarklet technology. JavaScript allows you
total control over any website. You can build Utilities to collect data, speed up
tasks, create timers, and so much more. Learn the secrets to mastering JS with
this must have programming tour de force. You will not only be learning JS, but
how to DEMAND that websites behave the way that YOU WANT! Learn how to
modify ANY Website with JavaScript! Learn to make your own custom YouTube
Video Interfaces. Get total control over how any website looks! Display websites
the way that you want! With JavaScript Bookmarklets you can experience the the
internet your way. For instance, you can add a Custom Speed Button for
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YouTube Videos, to allow you to play videos at 100x fast or even at 0.01 times
slow motion speed. You can't do that without Bookmarklets! Imagine watching
YouTube and seeing every frame of the video to be able to analyze your favorite
sports replay. You can make anything you can dream with JavaScript
Bookmarklets. Best of all is that you learn computer programming very deeply
using Bookmarklets because it offers you constant USEFUL UTILITY
programming challenges anytime you feel up to it. This is by far the funnest book
that I have ever written and the most useful programming language utilization
that I have ever experienced. It makes surfing the web so much fun. I use the
YouTube Bookmarklet that I made everyday and I keep adding more options.
Learn to make your YouTube Video interface with a custom Back 2 Seconds
Button. Imagine how cool YouTube would be for sports if you only had a Back 2
Seconds Button. Well now you can make one. We can make anything we can
imagine!
This book if for absolute beginners, and it is an introduction to the major components of
javascript. By learning the bigger things in Javascript, you will be able to know how to put the
remaining pieces together and will be able to get into advanced books more prepared. WHAT
IS JAVASCRIPT? JavaScript is one of the most popular programming languages in the world,
and growing faster than any other programming language. As a developer, you can use
JavaScript to build web and mobile apps, real-time networking apps, command-line tools, and
games. 4 REASONS TO LEARN JAVASCRIPT JavaScript is a key tool for front-end, backend, and full-stack developers. The average annual salary for a JavaScript developer is
$72,000. Companies like Walmart, Netflix, and PayPal run big internal applications around
JavaScript. Having strong JavaScript knowledge will help you land your dream job. Who this
book is for: This book is meant for absolute beginners of Javascript This book is meant for
students that struggled to learn the language before This book is meant for students with a little
HTML knowledge
JavaScript is one among the oldest programming languages famed that are still in use by
programmers these days. The foremost lovely a part of this language is that it's comparatively
straightforward compared to alternative programming languages. JavaScript is a really basic
language to find out throughout your early years as a engineer. It's the flexibleness required to
form terribly advanced comes. The straightforward manipulation and richness of this language
create it one among the only however versatile programming languages on the present market.
Like alternative programming languages, the primary belongings you ought to specialize in
square measure the fundamental components of this language. Mastery of the building blocks
of JavaScript can assist you within the end of the day and can aid you in writing advanced
code. JavaScript is commonly confused with Java, another artificial language; however the 2
square measure entirely totally different object oriented programming languages. JavaScript
was written in ten days by Brendan Eich, an engineer engaging at web browser. The image
was written to enhance Java that was being enclosed in Netscape's application program,
Navigator. The language was originally named Mocha, however was modified in Sept, 1995, to
Live Script. In December, below are with Sun Microsystems, Who owned the Java language,
Live Script was renamed JavaScript. There are many thousands of JavaScript programmers
up till now, and there are some mistakes that are created by each single JavaScript engineer
throughout their early years. It's essential that you just approach to avoid these mistakes and
learn to code within the correct way. You'll check up on JavaScript as being the primary step
that towards learning alternative totally different programming languages. You may be
pleasantly stunned by what proportion easier it'll be for you to master totally different
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languages once you have got obtained a transparent grasp on JavaScript. For more
information click on the BUY BUTTON!! tag: javascript for beginners, javascript for web
developers, javascript programming, javascript projects, javascript patterns, javascript
architecture, javascript an introduction to programming, javascript advanced, javascript
algorithm, javascript and jquery, javascript beginners guide, javascript interview
Learn to use JavaScript, the popular scripting language that allows web page authors to
develop interactive web pages and sites. Carey/Vodnik's JAVASCRIPT FOR WEB
WARRIORS, Seventh Edition introduces a variety of techniques that focus on what you need
to know to begin using JavaScript right away. Step-by-step tasks within each chapter highlight
particular techniques essential for building actual JavaScript programs. Guided activities
reinforce skills and build in complexity as you progress. You also study debugging techniques.
Using accompanying MindTap digital resources, you read and immediately practice with
embedded JavaScript coding exercises in an authentic integrated development environment
(IDE). Learning objectives, summaries, review and key terms highlight major concepts while
reinforcement exercises let you further practice new techniques. After completing your course,
you will able to use JavaScript to build professional quality web applications.
JavaScript Programming: 3 Books In 1! Save time and money and start learning JavaScript
Programming now with this bestselling JavaScript Computer Programming bundle covering
Beginner, Intermediate and Advanced levels. This 3 book volume contains: JavaScript:
Beginner's Guide to Programming Code with JavaScript JavaScript: Best Practices to
Programming Code with JavaScript JavaScript: Advanced Guide to Programming Code with
JavaScript LIMITED TIME OFFER! Get to own this Amazon top seller for just $24.99!
Regularly priced at $30.76. BOOK 1: JavaScript: Beginner's Guide to Programming Code with
JavaScript Program code in JavaScript through learning the core essentials that every
JavaScript programmer must know. Here is a Preview of What You'll Learn... Essentials of
JavaScript programming. Quickly pick up the code examples found on the book and start
learning the concepts as you code Major aspects of JavaScript programming - including
concepts that are found on other computer languages Various mechanics of JavaScript
programming: variables, conditional statements, etc. and why learning these core principles
are important to JavaScript programming success How JavaScript and HTML are able to
effectively work together to create better web pages ... And much, much more! BOOK 2:
JavaScript: Best Practices to Programming Code with JavaScript In this Definitive JavaScript
Guide on Best Practices, you're about to discover how to... Code more efficiently for Better
Performance and Results! Spot the Common JavaScript Mistakes - From mismatched quotes,
bad line breaks, HTML conflicts and more! Apply Recommended JavaScript approaches - The
DO's and DONT's of JavaScript programming that will help you code achieve its goals
immensely! Use Comments and Logging - the proper way to use comments and logging
approaches that readers would thank you for! ... And much, much more! BOOK 3: JavaScript:
Advanced Guide to Programming Code with JavaScript In this Definitive JavaScript Advanced
Level Guide, you're about to discover... Advanced programming concepts such as: . Functions
Passed as Arguments - A bit more in-depth help in functions and when they should be passed
as arguments Nested Functions - What they are and how to use a nested function Variable
Scope - It's one thing to use variables but do you truly understand their scope? Optional
Function Arguments - Learn what these are and how they should be used Truthy and Falsy Learn all about these values and how to use them Default Operators - Back to basics (almost!)
- what are these and when should they be used? ... And much, much more! Take action today
and own this book for a limited time discount! Scroll to the top of the page and select the "Buy
now" button.
Are you looking to teach children how to code? Or are you looking to start coding? This book
on beginner html and JavaScript is the answer. For the last couple of years, the news keeps
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talking about the digital economy and how everyone needs programmers. It seems like
everyone wants to learn how to code. However, it is not that easy. Coding is a skill; and like
any skill it takes time to learn. Like any skill, the younger you start; the better you get. From my
personal experience with coding and also with teaching young kids how to code, let me tell you
that coding is a lot of fun and extremely gratifying. It teaches you how to organize, think
logically, communicate, work in teams and be more creative. However, programming can be
hard to learn. Especially if you start reading advanced books. You need a step-by-step guide to
get started. This book starts off with the very basics; how to install the software, set up and
write your first lines of code. There are exercises at the end of each chapter that can test your
new found knowledge and move you ahead. And then, we get you a few more advanced skills
that can get you started making websites. Even if you've never touched a computer in your life,
you will find this book useful. Scroll up and Click 'Add to Cart' Now
Description This book Computer Programming Python Machine learning Swift GolangIs a
wonderful assortment of the absolute best languages to know for the future.It is the most
optimum choice of programming languages to choose for a single book. It includes the main
essential languages like Python and JavaScript, that every programmer should walk into an
interview knowing. But it also includes some little know new languages that you may not have
heard of, that are so easy to learn and versatile and cross plat formed that they are set to
explode in popularity in the near future. More about this later. If you read this book and learn
these languages then your future will be lived on your own terms. Consider going into a job
interview respectfully but with zero worry. Where the potential employer is the one that's being
interviewed. And he seems a little desperate and a little too accommodating, that you know this
is going to be another one of those interviews where he either stands up after 20 minutes
offers to shake your hand and offers you the job right there on the spot.Or the interview turns
into an HR interview where your assumed to be hired based on your application and you are
just going through the paperwork and company benefits and policies.Either way based on what
you want to do you can take the job or not take that job, because you have a choice. Opposed
to the alternative of being told that you will get a call in a few weeks or don't call us we'll call
you. About these languages .Python: some of the companies that use Python are, Google,
Facebook, Instagram, NASA uses python, Mozilla, Firefox, Drop box, IBM, Redit, and
QuaraPython is becoming one of the worlds most popular programming languages. Java Script
users include Paypal, Netflix, Uber, Group on, Facebook, Google, E-bay, Airbnb, Stack, Slack
and, Instagram. Machine Learning (AI) What is it? And what is it used for? It can be used along
with python, since it is used in Google search, and auto complete. It helps predict what you will
search for next. Machine Learning (AI) Is used in many different fields and applications
including, self driving/parking cars, facial reconition, medical x-ray image interpretation, drones
and many many other applications.. Swift is also a great language to learn, because everything
has to move with fund transfers. APP creation Android, and IOS is used by swift. This is also a
cross plat form language. GO Golang, ( go language) Last but defiantly not least GO is my
second favorite language next to Python or JavaScript. This new programming language is not
very well Know but it is designed to be super easy to learn and has many of the best features
from many top languages. It is also a very user friendly cross platform language, among the
many new streamlined features it has a built in garbage collector.Developed by Google it is
known as the Google language. It is an opened source language. Some of the companies that
us GO include. Uber, Twitch, Daily motion, the New York stock exchange, Send Grid, Fabric,
Medium. If you learn This language you will basically be learning the next Python .
Mastering advanced JavaScript to build modern next-generation web applications. KEY
FEATURES ? A simplified explanation of complex concepts to create powerful and flexible web
applications. ? Learn testing JavaScript code, regular expressions, fetching data, and many
more with ES6. ? A full-fledged section dedicated to developing an application using
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JavaScript. DESCRIPTION Decoding JavaScript will take the users on an eventful journey of
simplifying and understanding advanced concepts of JavaScript. Since JavaScript is the core
programming language for almost every interaction on the web, this book will make it easier for
readers to develop modern cutting-edge web applications. The book begins with a quick recap
of the fundamental JavaScript (JS) concepts like the syntax of JS, data types, operators,
conditionals, looping, functions, arrays, objects, and so on. The readers will also explore the
handy Chrome Developers’ Tools. This book will also help readers learn and implement
important concepts like how to connect to the servers, fetching data like images, user
information, videos, etc. from the server, and displaying it on the web page. Besides that, users
will learn about impactful concepts like testing JavaScript code, regular expressions, and
exploring the popular ES6 and the versions beyond. Most importantly, this book will help you
with the best JavaScript practices followed by companies like Google, Facebook, Twitter, etc.
to develop a live application right from scratch. WHAT YOU WILL LEARN ? Build dynamic web
applications interacting with servers using Vanilla. ? Improve code efficiency by learning
advanced concepts of JavaScript. ? Get acquainted with best practices adopted by industry
leaders, including Google and Facebook. ? Get access to work with popular libraries like
ReactJS, jQuery, Angular, Ember, and Vue. WHO THIS BOOK IS FOR This book is for
aspiring web developers and fairly experienced JavaScript developers who want to create
modern web and server applications. Prior knowledge of HTML and CSS is essential to begin
with this book. TABLE OF CONTENTS 1. Introduction to JavaScript 2. The Developer’s Tools
3. Functions 4. Arrays 5. Objects 6. ES6 7. Classes 8. Callbacks and Promises 9. AJAX and
Interacting with Servers 10. Developing a Live Application! 11. Storing Data in Browsers 12.
Debugging and Error Handling 13. Testing and Test Frameworks 14. Regular Expressions 15.
Life after ES6 16. Tips and Tricks
Pro JavaScript with MooTools is unlike any other JavaScript book on the market today. While
similar books focus on either JavaScript as a language of the browser or how to use JavaScript
frameworks, Pro JavaScript with MooTools fills the gap between these topics and moves
beyond—exploring the advanced features of JavaScript and how the MooTools framework uses
these features to further improve the language itself. The book itself takes a unique threepronged approach. It first walks you through the advanced features of JavaScript and the
MooTools framework, including native augmentation and type creation, a comprehensive
discussion of JavaScript functions, object-oriented programming with native JavaScript and
MooTools Classes, and the MooTools Class internals. You’ll then learn all about Javascript in
the DOM: the Elements classes and its internals, the MooTools Event system, Selector
engines and MooTools Slick, Ajax and the Request Object, and animation and the Fx classes.
The final section really sets the book apart from all others, as it discusses JavaScript outside
the browsers. You’ll take an in-depth look at CommonJS and MooTools, using MooTools
outside the browser to build ORM, creating simple CommonJS applications via the MooTools
Deck framework, and creating complex server-side applications using Raccoon.

? Are You Ready to Learn and Start Programming with JavaScript in Less than a
Week? ? Are you looking for a comprehensive guide to take your very first step
into programming? This book is a complete introduction to the world of
programming, and you don't need any data science knowledge to read it. The
importance of the first approach is crucial and taking the first steps by following a
manual written by a professional programmer can certainly make a difference.
You will learn what a programming language is and how to use it. Inside: ? What
is exactly is a Programming Language and why do we need a one? ? Clearly
Understand What JavaScript Programming Is and How It Works to realize why it
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has much more advantages than the other programming languages; ? Have A
Complete Knowledge about Coding; it is important to acquire this skill because it
determines how far you advance in your career and what opportunities are
available to you down the road. ? Discover how fun coding can be! ? ... & Lot
More! You have no idea how many and what job opportunities you can have if
you have a good understanding of programming. Very soon, being able to
program will become a must for anyone who wants to build a career. Unsure
where to get started with coding? Worried that learning a coding language will be
too hard? The goal of this book is simple: You will be given all the information,
tips, tricks, and practice codes that you need to write your codes and turn your
ideas into reality! The truth is...Learning how to start with a new coding language
is not always as easy as it may seem, and some beginners are worried that
working in this kind of language is going to be difficult and they give up before
trying. Choosing to hire another programmer to do the work, is costly, and if
anything ever goes wrong with the program, you still have to pay them. Choose
the only guide you need to learn coding quickly and easily, from expert
developers with 20+ years' experience.
Learn to build dynamic web sites with Microsoft WebMatrix Microsoft WebMatrix
is designed to make developing dynamic ASP.NET web sites much easier. This
complete Wrox guide shows you what it is, how it works, and how to get the best
from it right away. It covers all the basic foundations and also introduces HTML,
CSS, and Ajax using jQuery, giving beginning programmers a firm foundation for
building dynamic web sites. Examines how WebMatrix is expected to become the
new recommended entry-level tool for developing web sites using ASP.NET
Arms beginning programmers, students, and educators with all the information
they need to start developing dynamic web sites, including design tips and layout
advice Explains the Packages Administration tool, including how to use the
Facebook Social and Web Helper packages Covers working with files, images,
and databases; debugging and error handling; maintaining security; and site
optimization In the tried-and-true tradition of Wrox Beginning guides, Beginning
ASP.NET Web Pages with WebMatrix gives novice programmers the knowledge
and confidence they need to get going.
A series of tips answers specific questions about using the Linux operating
system in connection with various servers, touching on TCP/IP, point-to point
protocol, network information systems, network administration, GNU projects,
hardware, and filesystem structure. An appendix lists the table of contents for 41
HOWTOs. The CD-ROM contains Red Hat Linux Publisher's Edition, version 6.1.
How do you make a video game? Advanced Game Design with HTML5 and
JavaScript is a down to earth education in how to make video games from
scratch, using the powerful HTML5 and JavaScript technologies. This book is a
point-by-point round up of all the essential techniques that every game designer
needs to know. You'll discover how to create and render game graphics, add
interactivity, sound, and animation. You’ll learn how to build your own custom
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game engine with reusable components so that you can quickly develop games
with maximum impact and minimum code. You’ll also learn the secrets of vector
math and advanced collision detection techniques, all of which are covered in a
friendly and non-technical manner. You'll find detailed working examples, with
hundreds of illustrations and thousands of lines of source code that you can
freely adapt for your own projects. All the math and programming techniques are
elaborately explained and examples are open-ended to encourage you to think of
original ways to use these techniques in your own games. You can use what you
learn in this book to make games for desktops, mobile phones, tablets or the
Web. Advanced Game Design with HTML5 and JavaScript is a great next step
for experienced programmers or ambitious beginners who already have some
JavaScript experience, and want to jump head first into the world of video game
development. It’s also great follow-up book for readers of Foundation Game
Design with HTML5 and JavaScript (by the same author) who want to add depth
and precision to their skills. The game examples in this book use pure
JavaScript, so you can code as close to the metal as possible without having to
be dependent on any limiting frameworks or game engines. No libraries, no
dependencies, no third-party plugins: just you, your computer, and the code. If
you’re looking for a book to take your game design skills into the stratosphere
and beyond, this is it!
Have you searched through many programming languages, but found they are
just not what you need?Are you looking for a way to handle HTML documents
and get them organized and as efficient as possible, but you are not sure where
to start? Then JavaScript may be the language for you. There is a lot of power
and efficiency behind this coding language, but because it works with websites
and online work, and HTML documents, many programmers are worried about
working with it at all. They worry that it will be too hard to learn, won't have
enough power to get the work done, or that they will find the tasks too difficult.
But nothing could be further from the truth, and we are going to take some time in
this guidebook to show you just how easy working with JavaScript can be for you.
There are so many things that we can learn about when it is time to pull out the
JavaScript language, and this guidebook is going to help you go from beginner to
advanced in no time at all. Some of the topics that we will discuss inside of this
guidebook will include: A history lesson about JavaScript and what it can do for
you. Some of the basics that come with this coding language and how we can
write some of our own codes. A look at the different places on a web page where
we can place our HTML code and get it to work well. A look at statements and
declarations Working with the JavaScript variables. Some of the basic operators
and constructs that work with this language. How to handle the different
mathematical expressions that show up in your code. How to handle JavaScript
objects. The frustration that can come up with handling dates and times, and
some of the basic methods used to fix this issue. Working with the Document
Object Model, or DOM, to get more done. The importance of classes and
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prototypes in this language. The JavaScript language is one of the best choices
that you can make when it is time to take your code and write it for web pages
and other HTML documents. Learning how to work with it can really improve your
websites, web pages, and other important things that you want to do online.
When you are ready to get started learning some of the basics, and some of the
advanced, parts of the JavaScript coding language, make sure to check out this
guidebook today. Scroll the top of the page and select the Buy Now button
Develop your JavaScript programming skills by learning strategies and
techniques commonly used in modern full-stack application development Key
Features Write and deploy full-stack applications efficiently with JavaScript Delve
into JavaScript's multiple programming paradigms Get up to speed with core
concepts such as modularity and functional programming to write efficient code
Book Description In depth knowledge of JavaScript makes it easier to learn a
variety of other frameworks, including React, Angular, and related tools and
libraries. This book is designed to help you cover the core JavaScript concepts
you need to build modern applications. You'll start by learning how to represent
an HTML document in the Document Object Model (DOM). Then, you'll combine
your knowledge of the DOM and Node.js to create a web scraper for practical
situations. As you read through further lessons, you'll create a Node.js-based
RESTful API using the Express library for Node.js. You'll also understand how
modular designs can be used for better reusability and collaboration with multiple
developers on a single project. Later lessons will guide you through building unit
tests, which ensure that the core functionality of your program is not affected over
time. The book will also demonstrate how constructors, async/await, and events
can load your applications quickly and efficiently. Finally, you'll gain useful
insights into functional programming concepts such as immutability, pure
functions, and higher-order functions. By the end of this book, you'll have the
skills you need to tackle any real-world JavaScript development problem using a
modern JavaScript approach, both for the client and server sides. What you will
learn Apply the core concepts of functional programming Build a Node.js project
that uses the Express.js library to host an API Create unit tests for a Node.js
project to validate it Use the Cheerio library with Node.js to create a basic web
scraper Develop a React interface to build processing flows Use callbacks as a
basic way to bring control back Who this book is for If you want to advance from
being a frontend developer to a full-stack developer and learn how Node.js can
be used for hosting full-stack applications, this is an ideal book for you. After
reading this book, you'll be able to write better JavaScript code and learn about
the latest trends in the language. To easily grasp the concepts explained here,
you should know the basic syntax of JavaScript and should've worked with
popular frontend libraries such as jQuery. You should have also used JavaScript
with HTML and CSS but not necessarily Node.js.
Takes you through creating your own API, building a full real-time web app,
securing your Node systems, and practical applications of the latest Async and
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Await technologies. It maps out everything in a comprehensive, easy-to-follow
package designed to get you up and running quickly. Key Features Entirely
project-based and practical Explains the "why" of Node.js features, not just the
"how", providing with a deep understanding and enabling you to easily apply
concepts in your own applications Covers the full range of technologies around
Node.js - npm, MongoDB, version control with Git, and many more Book
Description Advanced Node.js Development is a practical, project-based book
that provides you with all you need to progress as a Node.js developer. Node is a
ubiquitous technology on the modern web, and an essential part of any web
developer's toolkit. If you're looking to create real-world Node applications, or you
want to switch careers or launch a side-project to generate some extra income,
then you're in the right place. This book was written around a single goal: turning
you into a professional Node developer capable of developing, testing, and
deploying real-world production applications. There's no better time to dive in.
According to the 2018 Stack Overflow Survey, Node is in the top ten for back-end
popularity and back-end salary. This book is built from the ground up around the
latest version of Node.js (version 9.x.x). You'll be learning all the cutting-edge
features available only in the latest software versions. This book delivers
advanced skills that you need to become a professional Node developer. Along
this journey you'll create your own API, you'll build a full real-time web app and
create projects that apply the latest Async and Await technologies. Andrew Mead
maps everything out for you in this book so that you can learn how to build
powerful Node.js projects in a comprehensive, easy-to-follow package designed
to get you up and running quickly. What you will learn Develop, test, and deploy
real-world Node.js applications Master Node.js by building practical, working
examples Use awesome third-party Node modules such as MongoDB,
Mongoose, Socket.io, and Express Create real-time web applications Explore
async and await in ES7 Who this book is for This book is for anyone looking to
launch their own Node applications, switch careers, or freelance as a Node
developer. You should have a basic understanding of JavaScript in order to
follow this book. This book follows directly on from Learning Node.js
Development, but more advanced readers can benefit from this book without
having read the first part.
In this book you will discover the basics of HTML 5 From 0 as well as how it
works. Discover the news of HTML 5 and start to carry out your knowledge !!.
This book is for beginners in that programming world and also for intermediates.
HTML 5 is the latest version of the Hypertext Markup Language (HTML), and
incorporates several features that were already present in HTML 4 and even
XHTML (the third version). What are you going to learn with this book:
CONTENT: Chapter 1: What is HTML? Chapter 2: Basic structure of a document
Chapter 3: paragraphs Chapter 4: text formats Chapter 5: headings and
comments Chapter 6: elements Chapter 7: attributes Chapter 8: images Chapter
9: hyperlink Chapter 10: lists Chapter 11: tables Chapter 12: forms Chapter 13:
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div and span tag Chapter 14: colors Chapter 15: frames Chapter 16: nav, header
and footer Chapter 17: audio element Chapter 18: video element Chapter 19:
aside, article and section Chapter 20: canvas tag Chapter 21: Storage API
Chapter 22: progress element Chapter 23: Drag & drop API Chapter 24:
animations and paths Chapter 25: creating a project Download your copy now!
Go to the top of the page and click the Buy button.
JavaScript is an essential language for creating modern, interactive websites, but its
complex rules challenge even the most experienced web designers. With JavaScript:
The Missing Manual, you'll quickly learn how to use JavaScript in sophisticated ways -without pain or frustration -- even if you have little or no programming experience.
JavaScript expert David McFarland first teaches you the basics by having you build a
simple program. Then you'll learn how to work with jQuery, a popular library of pre-built
JavaScript components that's free and easy to use. With jQuery, you can quickly build
modern, interactive web pages -- without having to script everything from scratch! Learn
how to add scripts to a web page, store and manipulate information, communicate with
the browser window, respond to events like mouse clicks and form submissions, and
identify and modify HTML Get real-world examples of JavaScript in action Learn to
build pop-up navigation bars, enhance HTML tables, create an interactive photo gallery,
and make web forms more usable Create interesting user interfaces with tabbed
panels, accordion panels, and pop-up dialog boxes Learn to avoid the ten most
common errors new programmers make, and how to find and fix bugs Use JavaScript
with Ajax to communicate with a server so that your web pages can receive information
without having to reload
Are you a total beginner with absolutely no background or any skill in programming? Do
you want to learn and master some programming skills? Have you ever thought of
finding out exactly how to start programming, but ended up being bewildered by the
sheer number of programming languages available and couldn't quite decide on a
program to begin your journey with? JavaScript is the ideal programming language for
coding newbies bar none. It is among the really few languages that strike the sweet
spot between being an easy and fun programming language for beginners to start with
but has, major real-world applications from slick user interfaces and websites to mobile
apps and powerful backends, and it is going to be around for a while because of its
popularity. In this eye-opening book, you're going to discover the ultimate handbook
you need to begin coding JavaScript like a pro, aiding you to build the essential
programming skills you need to snag a lucrative tech job or succeed on your own as a
well-paid freelance programmer in as little time as possible. You're going to find handson tutorials that start from the very beginning and walk you through the basics of
JavaScript and slowly introduce you to more advanced JavaScript programming
concepts that will help you become a better programmer and take your coding skills to
the next level. Here's a snippet of what you're going to learn in this practical guide:
Everything you need to know to get up to speed with modern JavaScript Powerful
reasons why you should choose JavaScript as your first or next programming language
to learn How to set up your desktop environment to help you code JavaScript
productively The most useful tools for editing JavaScript Fundamental JavaScript
manipulation techniques from variables and operators to logic The crash guide to
JavaScript functions--binding and scopes, calling a function and more How to master
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the JavaScript Document Object Model programming paradigm Using Regular
Expressions in JavaScript to write clean, powerful code ...and much more! Filled with
tons of examples to lucidly explain each JavaScript concept and techniques, this guide
will help you make the most of JavaScript to create stunningly beautiful and lightningfast websites and web apps and will help you shorten the learning curve. Written with
the complete novice in mind, this guide is designed to get you up to speed with the
world's most versatile programming language, even if you've never written a line of
code in your life. Even if you're experienced with other programming languages and are
seeking the next flexible language to include to your skillset, there is something in the
pages of this book for you. Prepare to master the most flexible programming language
and get the hang of the coding skills needed for a fulfilling career in Software
Development with this comprehensive guide to JavaScript programming! Would You
Like To Know More? Scroll to the top of the page and select the "Buy Now" button to
start your JavaScript coding journey today!
Have you learned the basics of JavaScript computer programming and want to take
your knowledge further? Has your appetite been whetted and you want to see how far
you can go? Or are you looking for more to get your teeth into? If you answered yes to
any of these questions, then look no further - this book is for you! For a limited time
only, get to own this Amazon top seller for just $13.38! Regularly priced at $20.99. In
this Definitive JavaScript Advanced Level Guide, you're about to discover... Advanced
programming concepts such as: . Functions Passed as Arguments - A bit more in-depth
help in functions and when they should be passed as arguments Nested Functions What they are and how to use a nested function Variable Scope - It's one thing to use
variables but do you truly understand their scope? Optional Function Arguments - Learn
what these are and how they should be used Truthy and Falsy - Learn all about these
values and how to use them Default Operators - Back to basics (almost!) - what are
these and when should they be used? ... And much, much more! Other Benefits of
owning this book: Error Handling - Learn what to do when errors are thrown up
Observing and Capturing Events - Learn about JavaScript events and what they do
Gain more Advanced knowledge about the capabilities of the JavaScript programming
language Learn the Advanced essentials of JavaScript in order to gain the confidence
to tackle more complex topics Gain the critical steps in your path towards JavaScript
programming mastery. By implementing the lessons in this book, not only would you
learn one of today's popular computer languages and give you a good head start on
learning how to improve your JavaScript program writing, but it will also serve as your
guide in accomplishing your JavaScript goals - whether as a fun hobby or as a starting
point into a successful and long term programming career. Take action today and
download this book for a limited time discount of only $13.38! Scroll to the top of the
page and select the "Buy now" button.
In-depth JavaScript training to help you master important patterns, the power of
functions, OOP concepts, and JavaScript projects About This Video Includes important
JavaScript Patterns. Covers multiple paradigms: OOP and Functional. Clearly explains
advanced JavaScript concepts. In Detail Advanced JavaScript Topics picks up where
the Getting Started course ended. You should now have some experience with
JavaScript and understand the JavaScript language much better. Therefore, you are
ready to learn more of the nuances and important patterns that advanced JavaScript
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developers know and use. In Advanced JavaScript Topics, we explore more advanced
techniques in JavaScript. You will learn advanced concepts for objects and functions,
the value of this, the power of functions using closures, and IIFEs. You will learn about
the namespace and module patterns, and about JSON and how to load a JSON file.
You will follow along as we apply OOP concepts to a project. You will get very familiar
with the prototype. These are just the main topics covered in this advanced course. A
new bonus section helps you get familiar with functional programming concepts in
JavaScript. This course contains invaluable information for those intent on making
JavaScript a career choice or a major part of their lives.
The Complete JavaScript Course From Zero to Expert! The modern JavaScript course
for everyone! Master JavaScript with projects, challenges and theory. Many courses in
one! What you'll learn Become an advanced, confident, and modern JavaScript
developer from scratch Build 6 beautiful real-world projects for your portfolio (not boring
toy apps) Become job-ready by understanding how JavaScript really works behind the
scenes How to think and work like a developer: problem-solving, researching,
workflows JavaScript fundamentals: variables, if/else, operators, boolean logic,
functions, arrays, objects, loops, strings, etc. JavaScript Modules and more!
Requirements Any computer will work: Windows, macOS or Linux Who wants to learn
JavaScript
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